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Message from the MD
Welcome to the June 2009 edition of Geothermal Energy
- Australian Research Report. Activated Logic has been
providing previous editions of this report and a monthly
update on the Australian Geothermal IndexTM to privateequity interests, corporate clients and superannuation
funds since July 2008.
To coincide with AJM’s 4th Annual Hot Rock Energy
Conference, Activated Logic is circulating the June edition
of Geothermal Energy to all industry participants in an
effort to improve the profile and standard of communication
within the Australian Geothermal industry.
During the last decade we have seen numerous waves of
investment capital flow into emerging technology centred
sectors, starting with IT&C companies at the turn of
the millenium, to industrial and medical applications
of nanotechnology and biotechnology by 2005. We then
witnessed a rapid growth of interest in sustainable energy
production at a time of raging commodity price escalation
which effectively underpinned the emergence of a plethora
of companies seeking seemlessly endless reserves of

create globally significant companies whilst contributing
to reduced greenhouse emissions. Although pioneers in
the industry like Petratherm and Geodynamics have been
making significant progress for years - due to the favourable
regulatory environment and increasingly ambitious
sustainability targets, Activated Logic believes the next
decade will be the decade of geothermal.
At Activated Logic we have recently realigned our corporate
interests and investments and are currently recruiting to
increase our focus on the geothermal sector. We believe:
”our extensive experience in the Biosustainable, Energy,
Mining, Research and Technology sectors gives us an
unrivalled advantage in achieving results in the emerging
Australian geothermal industry”
Geothermal energy provides Australia with the opportunity
to reduce our environmental impacts, for new industries to
develop and for investors to achieve impressive returns on
funds invested (ROI) . If your organisation has an interest
in geothermal energy and you have not previously engaged
Activated Logic, you need to speak to us.

uranium.
While the debate regarding the cyclical nature of markets

Regards,

and the global economic environment is occupying many
boardrooms at present, at Activated Logic we believe
there are many lessons to be learned from the emerging
industries that have not yet achieved commercial success.

				
				
29 May 2009
Mr. Bahay Ozcakmak			

The development and commercialisation of Australian

DFS(Fin), B.HortSci, M.AgrBus, AVCAL, MAICD

geothermal energy resources and technologies offers

Managing Director
Email: bahayo@activatedlogic.com

Australian geothermal players incredible potential to
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Introduction
The promise of large-scale, affordable, emission free
baseload power has been an aspirational goal shared
by scientists, industry, governments and the broader
community for many years.
Adoption of renewable technologies such as solar or
wind power is slowly gathering momentum, however the
relatively expensive cost of these energies, combined with
their intermittent power generation profile, has hindered
the wider adoption of these technologies.
Recent estimates by Geoscience Australia indicate that
approximately 1.9 x 1025 Joules of energy is contained in the
upper 5km of Australia’s crust. By circulating water through
strategically located deep production wells, geothermal
energy has the potential to transform the Australian
economy into a powerhouse, as energy availibility is often a
precursor to sustainable economic growth (Figure 1).
Australia’s economically demonstrated energy resources,
January 2007
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In recent months numerous companies, specifically
Geodynamics have made major inroads into demonstrating
proof-of-concept for engineered geothermal systems (EGS).
A number of major technological challenges confront the
industry, specifically
the ability to be able to artificially
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create fractures in buried hot granites at depth.
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The presence of massive thermal energy reserves in
Australia is undeniable. The comparison between Australia’s
conventional energy reserves and three separate geothermal
projects in Table 1, indicate that each of these projects has
energy potential that is significant on a national scale.
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Energy in
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Table 1

* Geothermal Resource estimates are in various categories of the 2008
Reporting Code. Data obtained from various ASX releases. Refer to References.
Source: Energy in Australia 2009. ABARE Australia.
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Industry Performance
Consistent with deterioration in capital markets around the
globe, the valuations of the majority of asset classes including
Australian equities have fallen significantly. Since the 1st
of July 2008, the all-ordinaries index which represents 95%
of the value in the Australian equities market is currently
down by approximately 25% at the date of this report, after
being down by almost 40% in March 2009 (Figure 8).
At the smaller end of the Australian market, the smallordinaries has been more volatile with a greater than 50% fall
since the 1st of July 2008, although the index has recovered
in recent months (Figure 7). The energy index has been just
as volatile (Figure 6), primarilly due to major swings in the
oil price including a fall from above US$147 per barrel on
the 11th of July 2008 to US$32.40 during December 2008
- an unprecedented fall of US$115 per barrel in less than
6months!
Against this backdrop, the performance of Australian listed
geothermal exploration and development companies have
been similarly volatile (Figure 5 & 9) as highlighted by the
Australian Geothermal IndexTM (AGI). At the date of this
report approximately 50 different companies held direct
equity interests in Australian geothermal exploration
licences, however there are only 10 companies that
are solely geothermal focused, listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange (Table 2).
Significantly, due to the advanced nature of the projects
operated by Geodynamics, specifically the Innamincka
project, almost three-quarters of the industry valuation can
be attributed to Geodynamics alone.

security and reduce carbon emissions. In addition to cofunding through the Geothermal Drilling Fund and various
other technology development oriented grants, significant
potential exists for public-private partnerships to develop
industry and electricity transmission infrstructure, in
proximity to emerging geothermal projects.

Figure 5

Figure 6

Millions

Combined Market Capitalisation of Australian Securities
Exchange listed Geothermal Companies
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Figure 4

Given the prevailing investment conditions, the reduced
apetite for risk, increased cost of capital and the negative
economic outlook, geothermal companies will not be
immune to further deterioration in the business environment.
However, working in favour of the geothermal industry is
the federal government’s determination to achieve energy

Figure 8
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Industry Analysis
The relatively small size of the Australian geothermal
industry combined with less than 20% of licence holders
being publicly listed companies, is responsible for the
limited availability of public domain data for many projects.
Most projects are still at the early stages of development,
and limited corporate activity in the sector has made
determining the economic prospectivity of projects and
valuations of these specific projects very difficult.

Traditional valuation methodologies used across a range
of industries, including standard valuation metrics based
on net present value (NPV) or internal rate of return (IRR)
approaches, are not applicable to the geothermal industry
at the current stage of development. Initial calculations
based on enterprise value to energy reserves ratios (EV/
Reserve) have been abandoned due to the uncertainty in the
magnitude and the timing of commercialising reserves.

Australian Geothermal Index

TM

The Australian Geothermal IndexTM (AGI) is the benchmark composite index of the 10 solely geothermal focused companies
listed on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX). The AGI was based at 100 using Laspeyre’s PI methodology (as was the
XAO) on the 1st of July 2008 to provide an indication of the relative performance of the AGI against the XAO.
AGI Composite Index - ASX listed Constituents

Code
EDE
GDY
GHT
GER
GRK
KEN
HRL
PAX
PTR
TEY

Company
Eden Energy Ltd
Geodynamics Ltd
Geothermal Resources
Greenearth Energy Ltd
Green Rock Energy
Kuth Energy Ltd
Hot Rock Ltd
Panax Geothermal Ltd
Petratherm Ltd
Torrens Energy

Index Weighting - 1 July 08
7.66%
70.14%
3.85%
0.84%
2.91%
0.90%
0.60%
3.13%
6.67%
3.30%

Index Weighting - 24 May 09
3.13%
74.15%
3.44%
2.19%
2.65%
0.87%
0.83%
4.25%
5.59%
2.89%

Table 2

AGI Composite Index - Performance compared to All Ords
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Figure 9

^ The Australian Geothermal Index is owned and managed by Activated Logic Pty Limited. More
information is available at www.geothermalindex.org/agi.html
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Change
-4.53%
4.01%
-0.41%
1.35%
-0.27%
-0.03%
0.24%
1.12%
-1.08%
-0.41%

Industry & Market Developments
The volatility in the performance of the Australian listed
geothermal exploration and development companies
as demonstrated by the Australian Geothermal IndexTM
(Figure 9) is due to the combined impact of factors internal
to the industry such as the performance of individual
geothermal companies and factors external to the sector.
Major external factors include the relative performance
of global equity markets, specifically the Australian
equities market and also the political environment and
Key Events - Geothermal Industry

Date

how supportive it is towards the wide-scale adoption of
renewable energy technologies, specifically geothermal.
In an effort to explain the major movements in the AGI,
the 12 most important Geothermal Industry specific
announcements by listed companies (summarised in
Table 3) and the 10 most important Macro-Economic and
Political developments (summarised in Table 4) have been
superimposed on to the AGI Composite Index - Performance
compared to All Ords chart (Figure 9).

a

Market Sensitive Event

a

4 Sep 08

b

24th Sep 08

EDE announce termination of LOI with Zoom Developers (Private) Limited, EDE securities suspended on ASX

c

21st Oct 08

GDY announce Geothermal resource for Cooper Basin project and a inferred resource for the Hunter Valley

d

15th Dec 08

HRL withdraws from the purchase of German geothermal company Bernried Erdwärme AG

e

4th Feb 09

f

23rd Feb 09

PAX announce Australia’s first ‘Measured Geothermal Resource’ at its South Australian Penola project

g

25th Feb 09

GDY completes flow testing through Habanero 1 and 3 successfully, but reports difficulties with Savina 1

h

24th Mar 09

PAX release pre-feasibility study for the Penolo project indicating that power could be generated for $63 MWh (net)

i

31st Mar 09

GDY achieves proof of concept for Habanero wells at Cooper Basin project

j

20th Apr 09

Panax & Petratherm each awarded $7m in first round of GDF to advance projects

k

27th Apr 09

GDY announce major incident at the Habanero 3 well on behalf of the Innamincka Joint Venture

l

12th May 09

GDY announce that commissioning of 1MW Pilot Plant possibly delayed by 6 - 9 months

th

Tata Power (India) subscribes for 11.4% equity in GDY’s issued share capital for approximately $44m

TRUenergy received FIRB approval to invest $57m into PTR’s Paralana Geothermal project in South Australia

Table 3

Key Events - Macro-economic & Political

Date

a

Market Sensistive Event

a

3rd July 08

b

4th Jul 08

c

20th Aug 08

Federal Government releases draft GIDF at the AGEC and announces $50m Geothermal Drilling Fund

d

21st Aug 08

World’s first Geothermal Reporting Code released at the AGEC

e

28th Aug 08

Western Australian Government offers geothermal permits in the Perth Basin to successful bidders

f

7th Sep 08

g

15th Sep 08

h

4th Nov 08

i

15th Dec 08

Federal Government released ETS White Paper aiming for a 5 - 15% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2020

j

12th May 09

Renewable Energy industry is boosted by $4.5b Clean Energy Initiative in 2009 Federal Budget

Federal Government confirmed its commitment to supply 20% of Australia’s electricity from renewable sources by 2020
Prof. Ross Garnaut released draft Climate Change Review report

US Government takes over Freddie Mac & Fannie May
Lehman Brothers files for Bankruptcy
Barack Obama elected 44th President of the United States with pro-renewable energy policies

Table 4
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Company Updates

Geodynamics Ltd

As outlined in Table 1, a number of Australian geothermal
exploration companies have already identified significant thermal
energy resources in place - of which a proportion is expected to
be economically viable to recover in the medium term.

Share price performance

Specifically, Geodynamics, Petratherm and Panax Geothermal
have delineated very significant thermal resources. For this
reason these 3 companies have been chosen to be reviewed in
this section of this report.
An increasing proportion of Australian geothermal companies
are partnering into international projects in an effort to leverage
their geothermal experience and technologies and potentially
participate in more advanced projects.

Figure 11

Engagement performance

84

Due to the inherent technical, geological and commercial risks
associated with geothermal exploration and commercialisation,
Activated Logic believes a number of key ingredients are necessary
to maximise chances of commercial success:

Key Points

• strong balance sheet or financial backing

South Australian Projects

• technically able JV-partner

•p
 roof-of-concept in water circulation through a hot
dry reservoir achieved for Habanero wells within the
Innamincka project in the Cooper Basin

• c apable board experienced in resource or energy
commercialisation

www.iandpi.com

TIER 1

• independently documented geothermal resource

• c losed loop test demonstrated the successful circulation
of 50,000 tonnes of brine at the Innamincka project

For these reasons, Activated Logic believes the larger Australian
geothermal companies with more advanced projects present a
more compelling case for investment.

•d
 rilling of Savina 1 encountered positive results
including a saturated and fractured granite body almost
19km away from the Habanero wells
• c onstruction of powerlines to Innamincka township and
1MW pilot plant completed, although significant delays
expected due to recent Habanero 3 well control incident

Significance of Reserves

• 5 deep wells drilled at Innamincka project

Geoscience Australia estimates indicate that even if 1% of
Australia’s geothermal resources were capable of being
exploited, this would represent Australia’s total energy
needs for thousands of years.
Figure 10 highlights that Australia’s geothermal energy
resources potentially far exceed all other forms of Australian
energy reserves combined.

•e
 xamining the feasibility of constructing a commercial
data-centre as part of Commercial Demonstration Plant
New South Wales Project
•e
 xploring geothermal potential of Hunter Valley with
staged funding of $10m from the NSW Government
•p
 lanning the drilling of a 2000m intermediate well in
late 2009
Queensland Projects
•g
 eothermal exploration leases recently taken up with
heat flow drilling to expected to commence shortly
Additional Points
• s trong balance sheet with $122m cash in hand at the
31st of March 2009
• s trong backing from industry majors including Origin
(ASX: ORG) and Indian major, TATA Power
• Collaborative agreement with CSIRO and universities

Figure 10
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Petratherm

Panax Geothermal Ltd

Share price performance

Share price performance

Figure 13

Figure 12

Engagement performance

Engagement performance

77
www.iandpi.com

75
www.iandpi.com

TIER 2

TIER 2

Key Points

Key Points

• about to spud Paralana 2, a deep injection well

• conventional geothermal reservoir at Penola project

• strong subsurface experience from partner (ASX: BPT)

• thermal resource of 332,000PJ at Penola project

• financial backing and offtake alliance with Tru Energy

• measured geothermal resource of 11,000PJ

• advanced project in Spain and footprint in China

• about to spud Salamander 1, a 4000m deep well

• innovative ‘Heat Exchanger Within Insulator’ technology

• PFS determined generation as low as AUD$63 per MWh

Impress & Progress Index

TM
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Kuth Energy Ltd
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69
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South Australian Geothermal
The combination of a supportive State & Federal Government,
industry critical-mass, significant projected growth in energy
demand and some of the hottest granites in the world, combine
to make South Australia one of the most attractive destinations
for geothermal companies in the world.
Geological Setting
South Australia’s geological composition is significant from a
global perspective, and of major relevance is the presence of
radiogenic granites at basement which are the primary source
of thermal heat. The radiogenic granites, particularly in eastern
South Australia are known to contain very high concentrations
of uranium and thorium. Numerous geothermal exploration
companies have encountered granites exceeding 200oC at depths
ranging to 5,000m.

National Energy Market Marketing Company (NEMMCO) figures
indicate that the average regional reference spot price for
power since the start of 2009 was highest in South Australia
(Figure 16).
(All states are connected to the NEM, except for Northern Territory
& Western Australia).
Estimated Crustal Temperature at 5km Depth

The significance of radiogenic anomalism in the region is
highlighted by numerous uranium deposits across the state
including the giant Olympic Dam mine. Assuming the proposed
Olympic Dam mine expansion progresses as planned, the single
mine is expected to produce about 35% of global demand for 100
- 150 years!
Industry Development
South Australia hosts the majority of geothermal exploration
activity in Australia (~90%), with approximately 30 companies (7
ASX-listed) holding almost 300 geothermal exploration licences
across the state.
A number of relatively advanced geothermal projects exist in
South Australia including Hot Sedimentary Aquifer (HSA) based
reservoirs in the south east of the state (Panax Geothermal,
Figure 13) and recently proven Hot Fractured Rock (HFR/EGS) in
the east of the state in the Cooper Basin.
Emerging Energy Market
Planned and future industrial developments in South Australia,
specifically mining related project expansions are dependent
on 100’s if not 1000’s of MW of new power generation capacity
being installed in South Australia. South Australia is linked
into the National Energy Market (NEM) through two seperate
links to Victoria, the Heywood Link and Murraylink with power
being imported into South Australia via the Heywood link and a
similar amount being exported to Victoria via Murraylink (Source:
NEMMCO, 2009).
In addition to the large projected growth in power consumption
in South Australia, a recent heatwave in the summer of 2009
highlighted the supply-side vulnerabilities with spot prices
increasing dramatically.
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Figure 15

Regional Reference Spot Price ($/MWh)
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Figure 16

Featured Project
Southern Gold’s exploration tenure, the Torrens Geothermal Project (TGP) located in South Australia is held by a wholly owned
subsidiary, Inferus Resources Ltd.

Southern Gold’s Torrens Geothermal Project possesses two of
the most important factors essential for enhanced geothermal
systems (EGS):

Southern Gold
Share price performance

• high temperature heat source at < 5km depth
•p
 roximity to infrastructure linking project site to electricity
markets (NEM), and located in a region of growing energy
demand.
High temperature heat source
Existing regional datasets, combined with recent drilling activity
confirm the presence of a major heat anomaly first described
by Neumann et al, as the South Australian Heat Flow Anomaly
(SAHFA). The GEL/A’s held by Southern Gold, are interpreted to
be located at the margins of this major heat source, and further
drilling is expected to delineate this anomaly further to the
west, further encompassing the TGP.

Key Points

Proximity to energy markets

• high heat flows established from two seperate wells

Figure 17

• large tenement holding covering 10,000km2 in SA
The TGP covers almost the entire 275Kv & 132Kv sections of
the National Power grid linking the expanding Olympic Dam
• initial geothermal resource estimate due in June
mine (ASX:BHP) and the recently commissioned Prominent
2009 from GEL 302, an area covering only 5% of
Southern Gold’s geothermal exploration tenure
Hill mine (ASX: OZL) - both world class , long life resource
The potenal economics of the Torrens Geothermal Project are built around the proximity of
commercially viable insulated hot rocks•
to close
high voltage
power distribuon
and
assets to the power grid at Port Augusta.
proximity
toinfrastructure
275Kv powerlines
and NEM
nearby market demand. The excellent infrastructure combined with reliable energy supplies
contributes to the connued and sustained project development and producon economics of the

region. Thisoperating
will only serve to benefit Southern
goal of establishing
a commercially
EGS
• pGold’s
re-existing
wells
andviable
recent
seismic testing by
In April this year BHP wrote to all major utilities
in the area.
Geoscience
Australia
fascilitate
fast-tracking
in South Australia, inviting interested parties
to Geothermal
submit
The Torrens
Project contains more than 30 historic drillholes with depths greater than
500m. Temperature probe and drill core conducvity measurements from these deep holes would
be highly valuable
in providing a rapid assessment of the surrounding heat flow regime. This work
expressions of interest to help meet Olympic Dam’s
increased
will delineate addional target hotspots of geothermal anomalism and will expedite the project
towards the Company’s target of a commercialised EGS.
power requirements as a result of the expected $20 billion plus
Southern Gold is considering financing and management alternaves for the future development of
Geothermal Exploration Tenure
the Torrens
Geothermal Project that will maximise its value to Southern Gold.
expansion of the massive copper, gold and uranium
mine.

Geothermal resource estimate

For further informaon contact:
Mr Stephen Biggins

Managing Director
Southern Gold is expected to release it’s maiden
geothermal
T: +61 (0) 8 8368 8888
F: +61 (0) 8 8368 8899
resource, with a geothermal resource assessment
over GEL
E: info@southerngold.com.au
W: southerngold.com.au
302 at the AJM Hot Rock Energy Conference in Melbourne on
4-5 June 2009. The resource assessment is possible due to two
deep (1000m) mineral exploration wells previously drilled by
Southern Gold, and a recent Geoscience Australia seismic line
(Figure 18).

Across the TGP area (including GELA’s), there are approximately
30 wells which have been drilled deeper than 500m, providing
an opportunity for an immediate down-hole temperature
assessment to create an anomalous heat-flow map, suitable
Figure 18
Figure 1. Southern Gold’s Geothermal tenure covering 10,000km2 of hot rocks and high voltage power lines linking
Olympic Dam and Prominent Hill to South Australia’s power infrastructure hub at Port Augusta.
for determining optimal drilling locations.
Detailed research report covering Southern Gold will be
Southern Gold Limited
ABN 30 107 424 519

47 Tynte Street
North Adelaide
South Australia 5006

PO Box 1016
North Adelaide
South Australia 5006

email: info@southerngold.com.au telephone 08 8368 8888
www:southerngold.com.au
facsimilie 08 8368 8899

available on the 15th June, 2009.
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Activated Logic – Services
Our combination of industry specific experts with an integrated approach to formulating STRATEGIES, understanding INVESTMENT
priorities and COMMUNICATING objectives to relevant stakeholders, has proven to be a highly successful formula for sustainable value
creation.
Create and maintain a strategic fit between the goals, resources
and capabilities of your organisation. Adapt to rapidly changing
marketing opportunities in the expected future business
environment, to maximise your organisational effectiveness.

Attractexternalinvestmentinyourorganisation,capitaliseoninvestment
opportunities, reduce risks regarding funding uncertainty, lower your
organisations cost of doing business, provide leverage in commercial
negotiations and maximise value realisation opportunities.

STRATEGY

INVESTMENTS

Discover how Activated Logic’s Business Optimisation
& Synchronisation System (al-boss™) can help you
understand:

Discover how Activated Logic’s Sequential Investment
Assessment Matrix (al-siam™) can improve your
organisations utilisation of capital. Developing strategies
to achieve organisational objectives is obviously very
important, however the biggest challenge many growing
and established organisations face is securing sufficient
capital to be able to fund capital and operating expenditure
necessary to achieve their organisational objectives.

• How you deliver value to your customers
•H
 ow you can improve the effectiveness of your 		
value delivery network
•T
 he benefits of integrating and synchronising your 		
value delivery network
How can al-boss™ help my organisation?
•R
 apidly determine what it is that your organisation
does better than the competition and devise strategies
to leverage and extract more value from these core
strengths.
•A
 dapt to the changing business environment and
understand economic, social and technological
challenges and how they affect your organisation.
•P
 rovide an integrated solution that maximises the core
competencies of your organisation and allows you to
leverage organisational strengths.
Find out more about:
• Adapting to the changing business environment

What is al-siam™?
The Activated Logic – Sequential Investment Assessment
Matrix, provides a structured hierarchical approach to the
raising and allocation of capital from both an operational
perspective and also in relation to corporate transactions
involving the acquisition, joint-venturing or divestment of
major assets.
How does al-siam™ work?
The process of sequentially assessing different investment
options for your organisation involves four distinct, but
interrelated objectives.
1. Identification and classification of investment
priorities

• Creating value through competitive advantage

2. E
 xplore, compare and contrast different sources of
capital

• Strategic planning in changing times

3. Develop attractive investment proposals

• Strengthening your value delivery network

4. Asset rationalisation – divestment of non-core assets

For more information, visit:

For more information, visit:

www.activatedlogic.com/strategy.html

www.activatedlogic.com/investments.html
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Industry Focus
Activated Logic offers our clients innovation in consulting and communication strategies within eight core industry sectors;
Agribusiness, Bio-sustainable, Energy, Healthcare & Medical, Manufacturing, Mining Resources, Research and Technology.

Professional corporate communication allows your organisation to
more effectively manage the perceptions and expectations of your
stakeholders, assists in raising capital from shareholders, improves
relations with industry partners and builds your corporate brand.

COMMUNICATIONS
Discover how Activated Logic can help your organisation meet
its core communication objectives including:
“accurate,
timely,
professional
and
authoritative
communication with all relevant stakeholders.”
Activated Logic is an integrated corporate communication
solutions provider, providing strategic and operational
communication needs, including:
• investment community engagement
• shareholder communications
• annual-reports & other corporate literature
• preparation of web-based materials
• corporate branding strategy
• target market analysis
• 360o stakeholder evaluations
• trademark registrations
In addition to our dedicated team of industry specialists and
communication experts, our team at Activated Logic includes
experts from other disciplines offering synergistic services,
including:
• corporate strategy
• investment strategy
• printing & publishing
• corporate photography
Professionally managed communication allows an
organisation to manage the perceptions of organisational
stakeholders, by keeping your finger on the pulse when
raising capital from shareholders, attracting a joint-venture
partner, or selling products directly into a consumer market.

For more information, visit:
www.activatedlogic.com/communications.html

What is al-i&pi™?
The Activated Logic – Impress & Progress IndexTM, is an
analytical dynamic engagement model which enables
the effectiveness of your organisation in “impressing
and progressing” prospective clients or investors to be
benchmarked against comparable organisations. This forms
the basis for improving the effectiveness of your organisation’s
communication strategies.
The engagement of prospective clients or investors requires
both a structured methodology and a dynamic capacity to be
able to adapt to rapidly evolving business environments. This
ensures that all communications remain relevant, accurate,
concise, and most of all appealing enough to make the target
respond as desired by your organisation.
How does al-i&pi™ work?
Activated Logic has developed an innovative approach to
better understand the optimal engagement process for
every organisation. We can provide valuable insights into the
most desirable communication strategies likely to deliver an
effective outcome. The five key engagement steps developed
by Activated Logic are:
1. Identify
2. Impress *
3. Progress *
4. Engage
5. Sustain
* Core focus for innovative engagement
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Additional Resources
Activated Logic
www.activatedlogic.com

Australian Geothermal Industry - Development Framework
www.ret.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx

Australian Geothermal Energy Association
www.agea.org.au/

Hot Dry Rocks Pty Ltd
www.hotdryrocks.com

Australian Geothermal Energy Group
www.pir.sa.gov.au/geothermal/ageg

Impress & Progress IndexTM
www.iandpi.com

Australian Geothermal IndexTM
www.geothermalindex.org/agi.html

Southern Gold
www.southerngold.com.au

Australian Geothermal Industry - Technology Roadmap
www.ret.gov.au/Pages/default.aspx

The Future of Geothermal Energy - MIT Report
htpp://geothermal.inel.gov
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Disclaimer & Disclosure Notice
The publisher of this publication, Activated Logic Pty Limited ABN 62 134 740 293 (“Activated Logic”), its directors, officers, staff and
their associates from time to time may hold shares in the securities mentioned in this publication and as a result may benefit from any
change in the price of the relevant securities. Activated Logic and its advisers may earn brokerage, fees, commissions, other benefits
or advantages as a result of a transaction arising from any research or opinions mentioned in this publication and distributed to existing
and future clients. Activated Logic may have provided corporate advice within the past and may continue to provide corporate advice to
companies (or related parties) concerned, for which Activated Logic may have received gross fees and/or continue to receive fees.
Any advice contained in this document is unsolicited general advice and is provided for information purposes only. Do not act on this
advice without first consulting your financial or investment adviser to determine whether the advice is appropriate for your specific
investment objectives, financial situation and particular requirements. Activated Logic believes that any information or potential advice
contained in this publication was accurate when issued, however Activated Logic does not warrant the accuracy or reliability of this
information. Activated Logic, its directors, officers, staff and their associates exclude all liability whatsoever, in negligence or otherwise,
for any loss or damage resulting from the use or circulation of this publication to the full extent permitted by law.
THIS PUBLICATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE FINANCIAL ADVICE.

Non-disclosure policy
Activated Logic is a company that communicates with businesses, business professionals and individuals. We may act on behalf of
businesses, provide and receive quotes, trade secrets and confidential information regarding our client’s projects, or their affiliate’s
events and projects. During initial communications we acknowledge and agree that the users are exchanging Confidential Information
in order to discuss the possibility of entering into a business relationship. We encourage open communication and the flow of ideas in
respect to our Non-Disclosure Agreement.
Users and Activated Logic agree that they will not make use of, reproduce, disseminate, or in any way disclose to any person, firm
or business, any Confidential Information of the disclosing party, except to the extent necessary for negotiations, discussions and
consultations with authorised representatives of the disclosing party. In addition, the receiving party represents and warrants that it will
not attempt to decipher, reverse engineer, decompile or disassemble any Confidential Information disclosed by the disclosing party or
allow others to do so.
Neither Party shall communicate any information to the other in violation of the proprietary rights of any third party. Neither Party will
assign or transfer any rights or obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other Party. Further to this,
Activated Logic may enter into a signed Non-Disclosure Agreement with any of its clients depending on individual circumstances.

Media Enquiries
The Activated Logic Communications Director (CD) is the authorised spokesperson designated and intended as the main contact for
companies or individuals seeking information about Activated Logic’s NDA or Privacy Policy. For additional information regarding this
publication or any of our policies, please contact Ms. Naomi Keogh - naomik@activatedlogic.com

Contact/Feedback
Activated Logic is committed to the principles of Total Quality Management (TQM) and various other continuous improvement systems.
After reading this document in its entirety if you believe this document may be improved please contact us with your thoughts, we would
like to hear from you.
T 1300 4 LOGIC F +61(0)7 5561 8984 E info@activatedlogic.com W www.activatedlogic.com
Mailing Address
PO Box 889, Sanctuary Cove, Queensland 4212, Australia
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Activated Logic Pty Limited

ABN 62 134 740 293

Head Office Suite A, 4 Prewett St, Upper Coomera, Queensland 4209, Australia
Mailing Address PO Box 889, Sanctuary Cove, Queensland 4212, Australia
T 1300 4 LOGIC (1300 4 56442) F +61 (0)7 5561 8984 E info@activatedlogic.com W www.activatedlogic.com

Integrated Strategy, Investment & Communications Solutions
Member

